
immunofluorescence (Fig. 1f–j). Two-cell
embryos in phases G1 and G2 of the cell
cycle were prepared at 22 and 32 hours.
Most interphase nuclei displayed highly
localized MeC staining (Fig. 1k,l), reflecting
the compartmentalization of the two
genomes, which may bring about the differ-
ential epigenetic reprogramming of the two
genomes.

The amount of global methylation of the
maternal genome was largely maintained
from the early pronuclear to the two-cell
stage, but four-cell embryos 45 hours after
fertilization had a much lower MeC density
over the maternal half of the nucleus (Fig.
1m). Interphase nuclei of 16- and 32-cell
embryos had equivalently low methylation
of paternal and maternal DNA (data not
shown). Thus, in contrast to the very rapid
and active demethylation of the paternal
pronucleus, gradual demethylation of the
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Correction
Fluid ‘rope trick’ investigated
L. Mahadevan, W. S. Ryu, A. D. T. Samuel
Nature 392, 140 (1998)
We wish to amend a small mistake in our calculations,
although this does not affect the basic idea in our paper,
particularly by comparison with experiment. As the longi-
tudinal viscous stress s in the filament scaled as
`mUr /R 2 varies linearly across the cross-section, the
integrated stress resultant ¢ sdA vanishes. However, the
net bending torque due to this viscous stress does not
vanish and scales as ¢ srdA`mUr 4/R 2 . The force per
unit volume on the fluid due to centripetal and Coriolis
accelerations scales as f`rV 2R , so that the bending
torque on the whirling filament in the vicinity of the coil
scales as fr 2R2`rV2r 2R 3. Torque balance, together with
the ancillary continuity relations, leads to a scaling law for
the coiling frequency 

V`Q4/3r110/3n11/3 (1)
which is slightly different from the result given in our
paper, where an erroneous argument confuses the trans-
verse and longitudinal timescales in the filament. Equa-
tion (1) can be derived directly using an analogy to the
coiling of an elastic rope by simply replacing the elastic
bending modulus Er 4 in ref. 1 with the ‘viscous bending
modulus’  mr 4U/R. A reconsideration of the experimental
results leads to data collapse with a power law
V/Q1.33`r13.4550.10, in agreement with our argument. 

1. Mahadevan, L. & Keller, J. B. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 452,

1679–1694 (1996).

paternal pronuclei analysed after 8 hours
showed very little methylation (Fig. 1c).

To prevent DNA replication, one-cell
embryos were collected after 6 hours and
cultured for a further 10 hours in the pres-
ence of aphidicolin (at 2 mg ml11)6. The
unreplicated paternal pronuclei also
became MeC-negative (Fig. 1d). This
demethylation may be associated with tran-
sient hyperacetylation of histone H4 (ref. 7),
because both replication and transcription
are initiated earlier in the male pronucleus8,
which is less condensed.

At first metaphase, we observed two dif-
ferentially methylated and spatially separat-
ed chromosome sets9 (Fig. 1e). To exclude
the possibility that differential MeC staining
was due to changes in the accessibility of
paternal DNA, we stained mouse embryos
with anti-DNA antibody10: male and female
pronuclei produced equally intense

Figure 1 Differential demethylation of parental chromatin in the early mouse embryo. a–e, Anti-5-methylcytosine (MeC) immunofluores-

cence of mouse one-cell embryos. a, Zygote 3 h after fertilization with intense MeC labelling of both pronuclei (¤10). Numbers in paren-

theses indicate the number of embryos analysed. b, Paternal and maternal pronuclei at 6 h (¤10). c, Undermethylated paternal

pronucleus at 8 h (¤20). The smaller female pronucleus remains methylated. d, Aphidicolin-treated one-cell embryo displaying

demethylation of the male pronucleus (¤20). e, First metaphase (¤5). f–j, Controls. Anti-DNA immunofluorescence of one-cell

embryos demonstrates that both chromatin sets are accessible to antibody molecules. f, 3 h (¤5). g, 6 h (¤5). h, 8 h (¤5). i, Aphidi-

colin treatment (¤5). j, First metaphase (2). k,l, MeC staining of two-cell embryos at 22 h (¤20) (k) and 32 h (¤20) (l) shows that the

paternal and maternal compartments have different methylation levels. m, Four-cell embryo at 45 h (¤10). The MeC-staining intensity of

the maternal half of the nucleus is weaker than in two-cell embryos. Scale bar, 10 mm.

maternal genome occurred passively during
the second and third cleavage stages by a
replication-dependent mechanism9, which
may involve the loss of maintenance methy-
lase activity. The second polar body
remained methylated throughout pre-
implantation development.

Our results provide a dramatic demon-
stration of the loss of DNA modification
after fertilization. Active zygotic demethyl-
ation of the paternal genome has important
implications for the understanding of
genomic imprinting, X-chromosome inac-
tivation, mammalian cloning and in vitro
fertilization.
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